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THE ONLY PATH TO REAL PROGRESS FOR NOW
Raffy Ignacio
SALVAGING IMAGE IN THE WAKE OF BIGTIME MIGRATION OF INDUSTRIES FROM
CHINA

If you have heard the news, Trump just talked to the President. I believe
the topic could have been about China and its obvious silent take over of
the country in the pretext of business partnership operations and now in
helping us rise from the pandemic catastrophe.
China’s presence is an extreme aversion to the industries migrating from
China. If the President could make a 180-degree turn around against China
along with redirecting the build3 remaining projects to the construction of
a vast industrial complex somewhere in the south to house a majority of
these industries, it could be an unbelievable rise to the top for this small
country.
Make a corresponding amenity-package offer they couldn’t resist, like, a
10-year free license and permit renewals in red-tape free process( forms
will be brought to them), kick-backs free for the entries of raw materials
from the different ports and fronts, round the clock security assistance
from our soldiers while an intense operation will be simultaneously
undertaken to expunge the NPA, Abu Sayyafs and other forms of
insurgencies antipathetic to progress.
Surely this will bring dividends that will come late-than-never to the
Philippines. Remember these industries made China rich and

technologically upgraded through the techno-transfer opportunities it has
had in the process.
The return of investment will be huge and proportionate to the financing
capital and will be literally realistic to management objectives as the
government will gain from the rental fee collections and export tax to the
products all these exporting industries make.
In so doing the President will stop the Chinese from coming to the country
which should be consonant first step to the protocol of the lockdown. He’ll
regain more respect and trust than opting for a deceitful and heartless
China.
We are being gobbled up by this country while we are being clueless to it.
Remember.
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